In this work, we propose an edge detection algorithm by estimating a lifetime of an event produced from dynamic vision sensor (DVS), also known as event camera. The event camera, unlike traditional CMOS camera, generates sparse event data at a pixel whose log-intensity changes. Due to this characteristic, theoretically, there is only one or no event at the specific time, which makes it difficult to grasp the world captured by the camera at a particular moment. In this work, we present an algorithm that keeps the event alive until the corresponding event is generated in a nearby pixel so that the shape of an edge is preserved. Particularly, we consider a pixel area to fit a plane on Surface of Active Events (SAE) and call the point inside the pixel area closest to the plane as a intra-pixel-area event. These intra-pixel-area events help the fitting plane algorithm to estimate life time robustly and precisely. Our algorithm performs better in terms of sharpness and similarity metric than the accumulation of events over fixed counts or time intervals, when compared with the existing edge detection algorithms, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Introduction
Event camera is a new type of vision sensor, which is motivated by the human eye, unlike standard CMOS cameras [4, 13] . Event camera is composed of an independent circuit for each pixel and these circuits generate events asynchronously when the log-intensity of light applied to the pixel changes. These time-stamped event streams have small bit-rate of tens or more kilobytes, whereas the absolute intensity measurement of the standard camera has large bit-rate of tens or more megabytes. By these virtues, the event cameras have several advantages such as low latency, high temporal resolution, whereas the traditional camera captures image frame at a few tens of frames per second, usually.
A wide range of fundamental computer vision applications, essential in autonomous navigation, object detection for avoidance, and augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR), can significantly benefit from the extremely low latency and fast response time of the event camera. However, most algorithms for computer vision cannot be applied directly to the event cameras due the new features mentioned above. So, there has been an increasing interest for de- veloping algorithms suitable for event cameras in applications such as optical flow [2, 8] , visual odometry [7, 15, 21] , and SLAM [11, 12] . In this paper, we focus on the time-continuous edge detection algorithm for the event camera, which could be utilised for edge-based visual odometry [9, 10, 20] or SLAM [14] . The simplest way to detect an edge for the event camera is to accumulate events in a specified number or fixed time interval. However, its result is too sensitive to the speed of the camera or image because the value of accumulation volume is heuristically determined as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) . If the number of events generated per unit of time is less than the expected accumulation, the edge becomes sparse, otherwise, edge bleeding occurs. Also, such accumulation dilutes the advantages of an event camera (namely, low latency).
In the paper, we aim to detect thin edge pixels regardless of the speed of the camera and to fit local plane robustly against noise using intra-pixel-area pixel approach. Also, the proposed algorithm is designed based on an event-by-event basis, thus updates the edge pixels with low latency.
Related Work
There are few methods developed for edge detection from the event camera data. Naïve methods are to accumulate events over a fixed time interval or numbers of events. However, in the case of accumulating events over time, the size of the interval depends on the speed of the camera because more events are generated when the camera moves faster. Therefore, the edge bleeding occurs or enough events are not triggered. On the other hands, if an edge is constructed by a fixed number of events accumulation, the quality of edge detection depends on the environment. A sequence captured in a simple environment with little gradient generates fewer events than in a complex environment. Consequently, it is difficult to determine a proper value of fixed time interval or number of events manually.
In order to detect edge robustly against various environmental properties, some algorithms have focused on detecting line edge in a structured environment. ELiSeD [5] computes gradient direction of Surface of Active Events (SAE) with Sobel filters, and clusters similar orientations within neighbour events. However, due to the above accumulation approach, edge bleeding occurs, thus lines fitted on the clustered segments may become incorrect. In [19] , their event-by-event basis algorithm is inspired by the Hough transform and spiking neuron model. For each event, Hough transform converts their position to the socalled spikes in the (r, θ ) space. The detected spikes stimulate the corresponding neuron in the (r, θ ) space. This procedure is repeated while the potential value of the neuron exceeds the threshold, and the algorithm generates the line by using the triggered neuron. However, the performance depends on the resolution of (r, θ ) parameter space, and is significantly degraded in areas where multiple lines meet.
Some research aim to detect edges, not just line segments that are frequently found in artifacts. F. Barranco et al. [1] detects the contour of foreground objects. They extract features from the accumulated events such as orientation, timestamp, motion, and time texture. Then the boundary is predicted from the learned Structured Random Forest (SRF) given DVS features. However, since this algorithm is developed for object segmentation, it is prioritised to detect the boundary of the foreground, and the performance of the overall edge extraction may be degraded. E. Mueggler et al. [16] estimates the lifetime of event from local plane fitting on the SAE based on event-based visual flow [2] . However, naïve RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) method could not be successfully adapted for the event camera, thus causing imprecise estimation. Therefore, we propose a intra-pixel-area approach for RANSAC in order to estimate a local plane robustly and precisely. Also, we quantitatively evaluate algorithms in terms of similarity metric, which have not been done in most of the previous works.
Contributions and Outline
Our main contributions can be summarised as follows:
1. We propose a intra-pixel-area event approach for loss function of RANSAC, thus achieving robustness against noise and enhancing the performance of edge detection for event cameras.
2. We evaluate the edge detection algorithms for the event camera by quantitatively measuring similarity metric.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we first characterise the event camera and describe the details of the algorithms. Next, we validate the performance of the proposed algorithm qualitatively in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarises the extension of this paper.
Methodology
First of all, we briefly review the definition of event cameras and the surface of active events in Section 2.1. Next, we propose an event buffer pre-processing algorithm to remove noise events. In addition, the existing event-based visual flow and lifetime estimation by fitting a local plane on Surface of Active Events (SAE) is summarised, followed by the introduction of a intra-pixel-area event in Section 2.4.1.
Event Camera
An event camera has independent pixels that detect light changes [13] . When the log-intensity of light applied to a pixel increases or decreases above/below the factory threshold, ∆ log(I) = ±C, the corresponding pixel (x i , y i ) generates an event e i = (x i , y i ,t i , p i ) asynchronously. The event consists of time-stamp, t i , uv-coordinated position of the pixel (x i , y i ), and polarity, p i , where 1 or positive means log-intensity increments and 0 or negative means decrements. In many existing algorithms for DVS [2, 16, 17] , the SAE is used to obtain information about when the event occurs in the corresponding pixel. When an event e i appears, the timestamp of the event, t i , is assigned to SAE(y i ,x i ). The (x, y,t) accumulation of events for description of the event buffer. For the stripes sequence which is captured while the several lines move perpendicular to the camera principal axis. Between each plane, the noise appears as an isolated point.
Event Buffer
Even in the fixed event camera, the camera generates many events which are regarded as noise. These noise data can be suppressed by lowering the sensitivity of the event camera, but it also reduces the number of meaningful events that occur where the image intensity changes. To deal with noise events, we design an algorithm which precedes local plane fitting. The idea is that an event occurs along the gradient edge of the image, and the edge with adjacent pixels will move simultaneously on the image so that events will occur in a short time at adjacent pixels. In other words, events of the same polarity are generated during a short period of time within milliseconds along the same edge segment. Fig. 2 illustrates the SAE in the situation where the several straight stripes move perpendicular to the principle axis of the camera from t = 0 to t = 0.5. In the following evaluation including Fig. 2 , we set τ min = 0.01. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the raw event stream has a lot of noise data between planes. By pre-processing raw events with the event buffer procedure, we can reduce noise events successfully.
Event-based Visual Flow and Lifetime
In order to estimate the lifetime of events, we utilise the existing algorithm [2, 16] . They suggest that the lifetime of an event means the time until the corresponding world point that has generated the current event before triggers a new event, and also this period indicates the maximum amount of time before a new event occurs nearby:
where ∆t = SAE(x + ∆x) − SAE(x) and x = (x, y) in pixel coordinates.
To find the steepest slope in the SAE, they estimate the normal vector of the plane, n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ), which is fitted on the SAE locally, and visual flow and lifetime of the event are calculated below:
Local Plane Fitting
The event camera generates a digital event when the average brightness of pixel changes, and the position of the generated event is fixed as the center point of the pixel area, thus the true position of an analog event is not captured in the event stream. Therefore, we use RANSAC to robustly find a local plane fitted on the SAE. For RANSAC, we use past events in an N × N window including the current event which is the center of the window. Next, we use k-mean clustering to separate non-triggered or oldest event pixels from the N 2 pixels around the current event by setting k as 2. The initial cluster centroid are set to the minimum and the current timestamp. The set including the current event is selected. Then, we choose the current event and two past events randomly in the selected set to compute the candidate plane.
Intra-pixel-area Event
By the way, the gradient change occurs at some sub-pixel point inside the pixel theoretically, but actually, the event is triggered by the change of the average brightness of a pixel, and the position of the event indicates the center of the pixel. Therefore, we introduce a intra-pixelarea event, S x (δ ), which exists somewhere inside a pixel area:
where x = (x 1 , x 2 ) is the pixel of the current event. Thus, we choose the current event and float event of two past events randomly in RANSAC. Then, we compute loss function as the distance between candidate plane and intra-pixel-area events, z, and the distance function is defined as below:
where
with a plane:
which contains the current event.
We show the result of intra-pixel-area events in Fig. 3 . It describes the estimation of local plane fitted on the SAE around the current event (green). RANSAC is executed from events in a 5×5 window, and the value of events are given manually for simulation. In particular, the timestamp value of events in Fig. 3 (b) and (c) are contaminated by severe noise. Comparing the result of Fig. 3 (a) , intra-pixel-area event approach makes the candidate plane more likely to be voted on by more events, taking into account the positional variation of past events, thus making more robust against the noise.
Furthermore, we analyse the influence of the intra-pixel-area approach in terms of Fmeasure and lifetime error as shown in Fig. 4 . The event data of a 5 × 5 window used in the analysis are manually made assuming that a single line passes, as shown in Fig. 3 , which is a very common condition in dataset sequence. Moreover, we add Gaussian noise in whole pixels or several randomly-chosen pixels in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) , respectively. F-measure is defined below:
where recall is a fraction of determined true among a total of true, and precision is a fraction of true among a total of determined true. Also, lifetime error is the difference between the After computing a local plane (gray) with or without intra-pixel-area event by RANSAC, the outliers (blue), inliers (red), and the current event (green) are drawn. In (c), raw inlier events are represented as an unfilled red circle, whereas the closest points in each intra-pixel area of inlier event are depicted as a filled circle. Also, the intra-pixel areas of the inlier events are depicted as a rectangle. truth and the estimated values. For each evaluation, we take the average value by repeating a total of 1,000 times. In Fig. 4 (a) , a higher value of the intra-pixel radius, δ , makes the RANSAC obtain more true inliers robustly under globally-generated noise. However, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) , it also tends to cause lifetime estimation error under scattered noise, because RANSAC may choose undesired noise data due to large intra-pixel radius. From the above analyses, δ is manually set to 0.25 for the evaluation.
Experimental Evaluation
We qualitatively evaluate the comparison algorithms using a sequence provided by DVS (128 × 128 pixels) in [16] . The other sequences are gray images and events captured using DVS240C (240 × 180 pixels) for quantitative comparison of edge detection performance. 
Qualitative Evaluation
For qualitative evaluation, we first show the accumulation and histogram of lifetime estimates. These analyses are provided for only a stripe sequence because the sequence is captured at a constant velocity making it easy to verify consistent lifetimes. Through the analysis of lifetime accumulation in Fig. 5 , it is possible to see how uniform the lifetime is in areas where the stripes pass at a constant speed. Also, the analysis of lifetime histogram performed in [16] shows how precisely the lifetime is estimated through two main peaks as shown in Fig. 6 . 
Quantitative Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our algorithm by measuring similarity to the result of the traditional edge detector from a gray image. For the similarity metric with an edge image, we use the implementation of Closest Distance Metric (CDM) in the work of [3, 18] :
where η is the neighbourhood radius to find matching edge pixels between two images, f and g, C(M cd ( f , g)) is the cost of a pair matched by closest-distance criteria, and | f ∪ g| is the number of edge pixels belonging to f or g. In evaluation, η is set to 3, and we use 8-connected chessboard distance metric as mentioned in [18] . In addition, for comparison, the results of the Canny Edge Detector [6] are considered as groundtruth and the performance of algorithms is confirmed by various Canny Edge Detector parameters. Fig. 7 shows the result of: gray image, Canny edge, proposed algorithm, 1ms, 30ms accumulation, and E. Mueggler [16] . Although the lifetime estimation including ours and E. Mueggler's algorithm tend to leave tracks on the edge image, they show a thinner edge than the result of accumulation. In particular, the performance of edge detection over time for a whole sequence is shown in Fig. 8 . Our algorithm (magenta) shows relatively consistent performance in terms of the CDM rather the other methods regardless of the camera motion as shown in Fig. 8 (b) and (c) . Sometimes, our algorithm shows bad performance denoted as red-cross outliers when the camera motion is almost stationary. Note that the performances of the accumulation methods depend on the speed of the camera in the bottom figure. 
Conclusion
In the work, we proposed an algorithm to detect an edge from events of a dynamic vision sensor by virtue of the lifetime estimation with an event buffer and intra-pixel-area approach. The designed event buffer regards isolated events as noise and reduces them effectively. Also, the proposed intra-pixel-area approach makes the algorithm find local plane fitted on SAE robustly so that the lifetime is estimated precisely. Moreover, we analysed the effectiveness of the intra-pixel-area approach by the F-measure versus the standard deviation of timestamp noise and the estimation error versus the intra-pixel radius. For evaluation, we qualitatively compare our algorithm with the existing lifetime estimation or naïve event accumulation approach. In addition, with the well-known edge similarity metric, we measure the performance of the algorithm quantitatively. Then, we confirm that our algorithm performs better in terms of sharpness and similarity to the Canny edge than the accumulation of events over fixed counts or time intervals, and the existing lifetime estimation algorithm. Further, by utilising the detected edge, the proposed algorithm can be employed as a pre-processing part of edge-based visual odometry or SLAM for autonomous robots.
